
NEW YEAR. 

NEW START.

NEW STYLE. 

CLASSY LINE.
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GET THE CLASSY LOOK
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The trendy Classy Style is a chic, sporty, classic style.  
The style is characterized by the successful balance between casual and elegance and is the right 
choice for many occasions in business and leisure. Harmonious accessories such as our Classy Line 
laptop bags make the look perfect.
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CLASSY LINE
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Unique style: elegantly worked faux leather in a fine suede look with a light inner lining of delicately 
shimmering fabric and the significant design represent an innovation in our range. The new series 
consists of 3 different models - Sleeve, Toploader and Shopper. For the first time, we are marketing 
a completely new model type with the Shopper, that appeals to a new target group.
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Reason Why

*  Marketing of a new, self-contained line in the premium segment  

*  New flagship series in our portfolio

*  Shopper form - first model in feminine style, addressing the female target group, Toploader 
and Sleeve - addressing the female and male target group

*  Noble outer and inner material, stands out in the range extremely, as no comparable fabrics 
are currently represented in the product group

*  Selected details and very high quality workmanship characterize the products

THE PREMIUM SERIES
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SHOPPER

*  Stable, well-designed laptop bag for safe storage of laptop and  
accessories, protects against dirt and scratches

* Bag in shopper form

*  Padded laptop compartment for protection during transportation

* Organizer structure inside the case

*  With the document compartment, important documents, folders 
or your notepad are immediately at hand

* Hook and loop strap for securing the laptop

* With two carry handles and length-adjustable shoulder strap

* Available in the sizes 13.3" – 14.1" and 15.6"
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*   Stable, well-designed laptop bag for safe storage of laptop and  
accessories, protects against dirt and scratches

*   Bag in toploader form

*   Padded laptop compartment for protection during transportation

*   Organizer structure inside the case

*    With the document compartment, important documents, folders 
or your notepad are immediately at hand

* Hook and loop strap for securing the laptop

* With two carry handles and length-adjustable shoulder stra

* Available in the sizes 13.3" – 14.1" and 15.6"

TOPLOADER
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*  Stable, well-designed laptop sleeve for safe storage of laptop and  
accessories, protects against dirt and scratches

*   schlankes, platzsparendes Sleeve 

*   Padded laptop compartment for protection during transportation

*   Soft inside lining that protects the sensitive surface of the case

* Available in the sizes  13.3" – 14.1" and 15.6"

SLEEVE
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216594 | Size up to 15.6" | SRP 74.99 € 216592 | Size up to 15.6" | SRP 74.99 € 216596 | Size up to 15.6" | SRP 31.99 €
216593 | 13.3" up to 14.1" | SRP 69.99 € 216591 | 13.3" up to 14.1" | SRP 69.99 € 216595 | 13.3" up to 14.1" | SRP 27.99 €

Overview



More products and information at
www.hama.com

CLASSY LINE
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